
 
Reaction, Resource, Possibility 

 

PEARL’S DOORWAYS: PACE 

CHOICE ASSIGNMENT: Choose a Title that reflects one of the 

categories below, emphasizing how the PACE (working with other 

Appeal like Plot, Frame, Character, Tone, Style) is the most compelling 

Doorway/Gateway to the Story. The following Pace categories are by 

no means exhaustive but represent many of our Pace choices. You 

may use a cited example from below; however, I would like you to 

present us with a title that has a Pace that dominates the Story, and 

explain Why and What techniques the author uses to create the Pace. 

Please feel free to discuss this with Leane if you desire guidance. 

(https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/pace-appeal-nancy-pearls-doorways-5-23-23/) 

Nancy Pearl’s Doorways 

⚫ Imagine a Doorway as an entrance to a Book 

⚫ The larger the Doorway, the easier it is to access that aspect of the 

book. 

⚫ Fiction & Narrative Nonfiction contain Doorway combinations 

⚫ Rarely are the Doorways equal in a Book.  Usually, one or two of the 

Doorways are larger than the others. 

 

You are looking for… 

Novels that have a Pacing that influences and works with all 

other appeal like CH, Frame, and Plot.  

How does it feel to move through the story arc of the book? 

What is the pattern of the pacing? 

Are CHs & Plot quickly revealed/Slowly unveiled? 

 

See following categories and examples.  
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Categories and Examples (By no means definitive and often share traits.) 

PACE runs the gamut from full-octane adrenaline to densely written and slowly absorbed. The 

following are only some examples and each reader defines their Pace experience of the Story with 

their own vocabulary.  

FAST  

Adrenaline fueled (breakneck, can’t put it down, edge of my seat, fast-paced, nail 

biter, page turner, rollercoaster ride) DEF: Often delineated by passage of time indicators like 

ticking clocks, etc. EX: Ace Atkins; Alex Berenson; C.J. Box; Matthew Dunn; Lucy Foley’s The Hunting Party 

(2019); Ward Larsen; Patrick Lee’s The Runner (2014); Robert Ludlum’s Bourne series; Alistair MacLean’s The Guns 

of Navarone (1957); Taylor Moore; Joseph O’Connor’s My Father’s House (2023); Christopher Reich; Brad Thor 

Cinematic (conversational, action-packed): DEF: Loads of dialogue, white space, and action-

oriented plots EX: Dan Brown’s Robert Langton series; Lee Child’s Reacher series; Michael Crichton;                 

Clive Cussler’s Dirk Pitt Adventure series; Janet Evanovich; Tess Gerritsen; Mark Greaney; Gregg Hurwitz’s Orphan 

series; Jeff Lindsay; Lisa Lutz; James Patterson; Matthew Reilly; J.D. Robb; James Rollins; Stuart Woods 

Compelling (relentless): DEF: Close cousin to Adrenaline fueled. Often alternating POV stresses CH 

development and or specific detail is interwoven through the narrative EX: David Baldacci; S.J. Bolton;         

Max Brooks; Michael Connelly; Jeffery Deaver’s Lincoln Rhyme series; Robert Dugoni; Barry Eisler; Lisa Gardner; 

John Grisham; Alice Henderson’s Alex Carter series; Thomas Perry; Nora Roberts; Daniel Silva; Jeff VanderMeer 

Easy (relaxed) DEF:  Quickly read due to CH involvement; Straight forward accessible Style               

EX: Mitch Albom; Mary Kay Andrews; Elizabeth Berg; Katherine Center; Emily Giffin; Philippa Gregory; Jasmine 

Guillory; Emily Henry; Linda Holmes; Colleen Hoover; Rachel Joyce; Debbie Macomber; JoJo Moyes; Beth O’Leary; 

Rainbow Rowell; Josie Silver; Amy Stewart’s Kopp Sisters series; Nicholas Sparks; Nancy Thayer; Jennifer Weiner  

SLOWER, THOUGHTUL and MORE MEASURED 

Engrossing (epic, gripping, intensyfying): DEF: Also see Deliberate. Building in intensity.       

EX: Leigh Bardugo’s Ninth House series; Oyinkan Braithwaite’s My Sister, the Serial Killer (2018); Anthony Doerr; 

Tana French; Anthony Horowitz’s Daniel Hawthorne series; P.D James; N.K. Jemisin; Paulette Jiles; Tayari Jones; 

Stephen King’s Fairy Tale (2022); William Kent Krueger; George R.R. Martin; William Martin; Liz Moore’s Long Bright 

River (2020); Steven Saylor; Jeff Shaara; Dan Simmons; Amor Towles; Ruth Ware, Sarah Waters; Andy Weir 

Deliberate (densely written):  DEF: Often alternating POV stresses CH development                                                

EX: Andrea Barrett’s The Voyage of the Narwhal (1998), Elena Ferrante; Elly Griffiths; Thomas Harris’s The Silence 

of the Lambs (1988); Patricia Highsmith’s Ripley series; Cormac McCarthy; Madeline Miller; Erin Morgenstern;   

Haruki Murakami; Delia Owens’ Where the Crawdads Sing (2018); Elizabeth Strout; Lauren Willig, Gabrielle Zevin 

Leisurely-paced (measured, stately, steady, unhurried):  DEF: See also Deliberate; Detail-

oriented EX: Bernard Cornwell; Frank Delaney; Lauren Groff; Deborah Harkness; Kent Haruf; Frank Herbert’s Dune 

series; Marlon James; Emily St. James Mandel; Hilary Mantel; James Michener; Kate Morton; Louise Penny;      

Patrick O’Brien; Marilynne Robinson; Edward Rutherfurd; Diane Setterfield; Jacqueline Winspear 
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DEFINITION: Pacing describes how it feels to move through 
the story arc of the book. 

 
Pacing is the first element readers are aware of…often unconsciously. (44) 
 
Readers’ preferences for one [fast-paced or slow-paced] style or the other may not be 
something they can define, and if they are faced with the choice between [them], readers will 
almost always choose [fast-paced]. Slow pacing seems to have negative connotations. (45)  
 
How the Story is described may influence their choices:  
Non-stop action with many plot twists  
OR Slowly developing, adding layers upon layer with CHs and Story unfolding as book 
progresses.  
 
Dialogue often moves the reader along more quickly. (More white space) 
Description tends to slow the flow of the novel.   
 
Density may suggest elegance but more probably the amount of detail and description an 
author employs. Densely written books, in which the language is emphasized and each word is 
important, do not flow in the same way as books written in a more conversational style. Densely 
written books are often described by readers as engrossing, which does not mean necessarily 
fast paced. These usually build in intensity and do not seem fast at first.  
 
One way to judge whether a book is densely written or not is to consider if this is language an 
English teacher would get exited about. (46)  
 
Each type of plotline can be used to speed or slow the pacing. Alternating plotlines may seem to 
read more quickly (imparting vital clue or piece of information) or complicate the Story Line 
(many plots, many CHs). (47)  
 
Changing Points of view may slow the story as it forces the reader to reacquaint themselves 
with the CH each time they appear; but it may also speed the flow because a reader wants to 
know what is happening, especially if the chapter ends on a cliffhanger.  
 
Placing CHs in physical jeopardy usually speeds up the action and, thus, the pacing. Internal 
reaction as events are occurring versus immediate physical action that forces the CH to act 
determines the pacing.   
 
Readers who favor fast-paced books often are looking for novels that are end oriented, those 
that focus on how the plot will be worked out—solving the mystery, rescuing the CHs from 
danger, HEA. Slower-paced novels often are open-ended lacking a total resolution. For the 
reader who prefers or tolerates an open-ending, they are probably enjoying discovering what 
happens to the CHs as events occur, relating to the CHs’ reactions rather than the actions, or 
perhaps to the working our of a particular concept or idea. (48) 

(Saricks, Joyce G. Readers’ Advisory Service in the Public Library. 3rd ed. (2005) ALA, Chicago. p. 40-73; Pace: p.44-49) 
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What is the pattern of the pacing? 

Are CHs & Plot quickly revealed/Slowly unveiled? 

Is the book densely written? 

Is there more dialogue or description? 

Are there short sentences/short paragraphs/short chapters?                                                     

Are there other indications of a telescoped time frame? Passage of time indicators 

like dates or ticking clock as chapter headings? 

Is there a straight-line Plot? 

Are there multiple plotlines?  Flashbacks? Or alternating chapters related from 

different Point of view? 

Do CHs act or react to events? 

Is the story end oriented or open-ended? 

Does a prologue or an introduction set up the story? 

Does the type on the pages come across as dense or is there a lot of white space? 

 

Language examples: Action packed, adrenaline fueled, breakneck, can’t put it 

down, cinematic, compelling, conversational, deliberate, densely written, easy, edge 

of my seat, engrossing, epic, fast-paced, gripping, intensifying, leisurely-paced, 

measured, nail biter, page turner, quick read, relaxed, relentless, rollercoaster ride, 

stately, steady, unhurried 

Questions we ask while reading or that we may ask the reader… 
 
⚫ How does Style (language, format, plotting) support Pace?   
⚫ Is Pace the most important aspect/appeal of the book? 
⚫ How does CH development support Pace? 
⚫ How does the Frame construct (setting details) support Pace? 
⚫ How does Tone support Pace? 
⚫ Does the reader read primarily for Pace? 

(Saricks, Joyce G. Readers’ Advisory Service in the Public Library. 3rd ed. (2005) ALA, Chicago. p. 40-73; Pace: p.44-49) 
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